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Unit 4 is a retro platformer developed and published by Gamera Interactive Upon first look, Unit 4 may appear to be a simple
Megaman clone, but there's actually quite a bit more to it than that. Unit 4 is about an evil alien army that has stolen a sacred
artifact from your home planet. Rumors swirl of other planets having the same thing happening to them. Your team (Unit 4) will
embark on a journey to try and discover what is going on. Unit 4 plays like an old school NES platformer. You control a single
player on the screen with the ability to change into one of your Unit 4 brethern with a push of a button. Each person in your
team has a different ability to help bypass obstacles and enemies in your way. Blue has the ability of mega jump which allows
him to jump extremely high, Red has a super dash which is very useful smashing through enemies, Green has the justic hook
which allows him to latch onto walls, and Yellow has ghost flight which allows him to glide through their air and through
enemies. This game also supports 4 player locally allowing all 4 Unit 4 members to be on the screen at the same time. This game
is very reminiscent to unforgiving old school NES games. It may take 15 minutes just to get past one section of a level due to
the intricacy of the levels. This game also has a few mini games such as racing in it which if you win can give you items to allow
you to customize your Unit 4 hero, or your ship, these changes are sticly aestetic though and don't actually change anything else.
The level select screen is laid out like a Galactic map allowing you to pick levels. The more levels you finish, the move planets
you are able to visit.u00a0Despite the game sporting an old school appearance, the graphics are very sharp, and the developer
did a fantastic job of making the game appear to be modern while sporting an 8-bit look. u00a0The game has 15 different
planets, and 3 different worlds to fight for. Each planet contains about 10 levels and a mega boss at the end that will test your
patience and skills. This game is a lot of fun to play, but can be extremely frustrating due to the difficulty of some of the bosses
(as shown above). I have not tried the 4 player local version yet, but part of me thinks that with the exception of the bosses, it
would make the game a lot harder trying to move from left to right without leaving your team members behind. Unit 4 is
currently $14.99 on Steam and can be found here:u00a0 http://store.steampowered.com/app/633440/Unit4/ I would give this
game 4 out of 5 stars for the type of game it is. It's a old school platformer game, you're not going to get anything earth
shattering here, but it's a lot of fun.. Horrible Controls and movement physics. The game its self may have some good content
and level design, however there is no fun to be had only frustration and for $14.99 there is no way I can recommend the game,
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even on sale I can't recommend. In addition at least two of the positive reviews are fake, I never knew how people could tell if a
review was fake and so when I saw two reviews for Unit 4 each with comments saying they are fake, I thought I would look a
little closer. Both are written by profiles set on private, which alone doesn't justify suspicion, however they both only have a few
games and "2" Reviews and when I looked at the two reviews for both those accounts they were both for the exact same 2 games
which also happened to be 2 games developed by the same company as eachother with similar reviews. In conclusion I
recommend you, the reader, avoid this game, not because of sketchy reviews but because the most important part of any
platformer is movement and controls and physics and this game has all of those wrong, and I love platformers so this was quite a
disapointment.. Unit 4 is a retro platformer developed and published by Gamera Interactive Upon first look, Unit 4 may appear
to be a simple Megaman clone, but there's actually quite a bit more to it than that. Unit 4 is about an evil alien army that has
stolen a sacred artifact from your home planet. Rumors swirl of other planets having the same thing happening to them. Your
team (Unit 4) will embark on a journey to try and discover what is going on. Unit 4 plays like an old school NES platformer.
You control a single player on the screen with the ability to change into one of your Unit 4 brethern with a push of a button.
Each person in your team has a different ability to help bypass obstacles and enemies in your way. Blue has the ability of mega
jump which allows him to jump extremely high, Red has a super dash which is very useful smashing through enemies, Green
has the justic hook which allows him to latch onto walls, and Yellow has ghost flight which allows him to glide through their air
and through enemies. This game also supports 4 player locally allowing all 4 Unit 4 members to be on the screen at the same
time. This game is very reminiscent to unforgiving old school NES games. It may take 15 minutes just to get past one section of
a level due to the intricacy of the levels. This game also has a few mini games such as racing in it which if you win can give you
items to allow you to customize your Unit 4 hero, or your ship, these changes are sticly aestetic though and don't actually change
anything else. The level select screen is laid out like a Galactic map allowing you to pick levels. The more levels you finish, the
move planets you are able to visit.u00a0Despite the game sporting an old school appearance, the graphics are very sharp, and the
developer did a fantastic job of making the game appear to be modern while sporting an 8-bit look. u00a0The game has 15
different planets, and 3 different worlds to fight for. Each planet contains about 10 levels and a mega boss at the end that will
test your patience and skills. This game is a lot of fun to play, but can be extremely frustrating due to the difficulty of some of
the bosses (as shown above). I have not tried the 4 player local version yet, but part of me thinks that with the exception of the
bosses, it would make the game a lot harder trying to move from left to right without leaving your team members behind. Unit 4
is currently $14.99 on Steam and can be found here:u00a0 http://store.steampowered.com/app/633440/Unit4/ I would give this
game 4 out of 5 stars for the type of game it is. It's a old school platformer game, you're not going to get anything earth
shattering here, but it's a lot of fun.. Horrible Controls and movement physics. The game its self may have some good content
and level design, however there is no fun to be had only frustration and for $14.99 there is no way I can recommend the game,
even on sale I can't recommend. In addition at least two of the positive reviews are fake, I never knew how people could tell if a
review was fake and so when I saw two reviews for Unit 4 each with comments saying they are fake, I thought I would look a
little closer. Both are written by profiles set on private, which alone doesn't justify suspicion, however they both only have a few
games and "2" Reviews and when I looked at the two reviews for both those accounts they were both for the exact same 2 games
which also happened to be 2 games developed by the same company as eachother with similar reviews. In conclusion I
recommend you, the reader, avoid this game, not because of sketchy reviews but because the most important part of any
platformer is movement and controls and physics and this game has all of those wrong, and I love platformers so this was quite a
disapointment.

Apocalypse 0.1.1.3.e : The 0.1.1.3.e apocalypse update has been released! Here's the current platforms the update is available
on, and the platforms that aren't ready yet: Mac OSX (Available) Linux (Available) Windows 64 Bit (Available) Windows 32
Bit (Soon) OSVR (Soon) Here's the update notes: Added an Interactive Truck to the Sandbox Mode Added a new option on the
Main Menu to Disable 'autoload' Added a new global window shader Added a new global brick shader Added a new global
cement shader Added a new Chromatic Aberration Shader Added a new Bloom and Vignette Shader Added a new
Tonemapping Shader Improved the In-Game Text indicators Fixed a Linux Launch Crash (2140229) Fixed a Mac OSX Launch
Crash (2140229) Fixed the shop wall shader Fixed the truck's camera Fixed the shop window shader Fixed the certain shaders
flickering Removed the truck from 'stocktown island' Many Thanks, Harley Game Studios. Steamworks game play stats, a new
map and a radio interview : The long waited D.I.P.R.I.P. update is coming today. This time we are adding Steam game play
statistics which you can view during map loading or from the main menu. As promised we have also released a deathmatch
version of the Dam map with some new textures and other graphical improvements. Additionaly to the new map, dedam,
urrefinery and dmrefinery maps have recieved small game play improvements. On top of all that there is a new achievement
"Destroyer of Worlds" which is unlocked after destroying 2000 objects. Gaming Radio Network has interviewed Pawel Lekki
from our development team. If you want to hear first hand about the future plans for D.I.P.R.I.P. the interview will be
broadcasted on air twice: Tuesday 25th 19:00GMT till 22:00GMT - Presenter: Shnooter Sunday 30th 13:00GMT till 16:00GMT
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- Presenter: DJ Ion To listen to the interview visit www.gamingradio.net The full change log for this update is: Version 1.0.0.5
ADDED - game play statistics - Destroyer of Worlds achievement - dmdam map CHANGED - vehicle physics scripts * slightly
increased handbrake power - updated dedam map * added new textures * added ammo pickups * minor graphical improvements
- updated dmrefinery map * minor driving improvements - updated urrefinery map * increased starting ammo amount * minor
driving improvements - updated diprip.fgd * team ammo pickup can now be set to team neutral (works in deathmatch).
Upcoming Update! : After a successful release, we're happy to announce the upcoming apocalypse 0.1.1.3.f update, which will
be available very soon to all Windows and OSVR Versions. Thanks to all of our community members and people who purchased
the Early Access version, and our press contacts who kept supporters updated over on Twitter and Blogs. We may be three years
in development, but there's much more to come over the next few months, because we're singleplayer focused, we can push
more content out quickly. There's been a few issues raised from our community members, which are all being addressed, fixed,
and missing features are being added. To all the new community members, we'll be releasing constant updates and adding new
content regularly, so if you've got an idea, a question, or more, post it in the community and we'll take a look! The update will
be released very soon, here's the changelog, which will change over time: Added a Soundtrack (By Request, With Much More
Tracks On The Way) Added a Torch Pickup, In All Modes (Added By Request) Added an Options Menu (Added By Request)
Fixed the main menu size (Release Bug) Fixed an issue with dead zombies head animations still playing (Request) Fixed
zombies still causing damage after their death (Release Bug) Fixed the campaign not re-starting after your death (Release Bug)
Fixed a possible forced crash when on windows in-game Fixed a possible crash when quitting (Request) Fixed the survival
lighting not being present (Release Bug) Fixed the survival image effects not being present (Release Bug) Fixed the game
crashing after using alt-tab (Release Bug) Fixed the game crashing after resizing the window (Release Bug) Fixed the intro being
too short, crashing the steam overlay (Release Bug) Fixed zombies having incorrect animations (Release Bug) Fixed the
overlapping main menu intros (Release Bug) Improved the position of the main menu (Release Bug) Improved the overall sound
amount (Release Bug) Improved the text in the main menu (Release Bug) Improved the game's overall stability (Request)
Improved the truck starting location in sandbox Improved the lighting and contrast (Request) Removal of the button audio
(Release Bug) Removal of un-needed background audio (Release Bug) If there's any questions, we'll be glad to talk to you
through either Twitter, Steam, or our website, or if you have got an addition, a fix, or a bug, we'll try and add it to the above list!
You can now access the update early, enter the code 'ApocalypseTestingBranch' into the properties, and then you'll have access,
currently only available on windows 64.. A Huge Thanks.. Apocalypse 0.1.1.5.a : Update Overview. Vote for D.I.P.R.I.P. at
Moddb.com's Mod of the Year Awards : As 2008 has come to an end the Moddb.com's Mod of the year Awards nominations
voting has now begun. "From January 2nd to January 16th every indie game and mod on the site has a voting booth activated in
their profile. It is now up to you, to find your favorites, play them and vote for them - so we can narrow thousands of contenders
down to the players choice top 100." Remember to vote for D.I.P.R.I.P. ( ) and wish us good luck in the voting.. Steam
Announcement! : After three years of development, we're glad to announce that we're on Steam! To our current supporters,
thanks for staying with us and keeping track of the development progress through our website and Twitter, we appreciate all of
the feedback and we look forward to the final Steam release. If you have already downloaded the apocalypse through our
website, then feel free to contact us and we'll let you continue playing on steam.. Our next game X-Morph: Defense : Hello
D.I.P.R.I.P. fans :) We are finally able to announce our next game X-Morph: Defense.
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